The MPAC Box Office will reopen to the public for walk-in sales beginning July 13 beginning at 10am. Please call the box office for the daily schedule prior to coming in. The Box office will be available for phone and internet sales only on Fridays from 10a – 3 pm through the summer.

Please be aware of the following procedures required of all patrons if you come to the MPAC box office (subject to change based on current guidelines and circumstances):

Patrons:

All patrons must wear a face covering.

Only one patron/family will be allowed in the box office at a time.

MPAC will lay out signs indicating proper social distancing spacing while waiting to enter the box office.

MPAC requests that transactions by done by credit card, though it is not a requirement.

All tickets will be print at home only unless specifically requested. Tickets will not be held at will call. It will be MPAC policy moving forward that when events resume, no tickets are to be exchanged between patrons and volunteers who scan tickets.

MPAC will not have any takeaway brochures or materials for the immediate future. All materials can be found online.

Bathrooms are off limits.

No food can be brought into the box office.

Modifications and Protective Measures provided by MPAC:

MPAC Box Office associates will wear face coverings when dealing with the public.

A Plexiglas shield has been provided to separate the patron and box office associate.

MPAC will wipe down counters after every transaction.

MPAC will wipe down credit card machines (if used) after each use.

MPAC will wipe down door handles and other common touch points multiple times a day.

A hand sanitizer station will be available for patrons.

MPAC is in the process of upgrading the ventilation system.